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AbstractThis paper represents a documentation of the design and implementation of a lexiconfor a natural language front-end to a physical activity database. The lexicon uses Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) as its underlying grammatical theory. Thedatabase semantics of words and phrases is represented in HPSG-style feature structureand a Semantic Principle for analysing the meanings of constructed phrases is proposed.The Attribute Logic Engine (ALE) is used as a lexical representation language. Amethod to implement HPSG lexicon in ALE and to e�ectively organize the lexicon isdescribed. The method allows ease of modi�cation and maintenance of the lexicon.1 IntroductionA lexicon contains information about words used in a natural language system such as a naturallanguage interface to a database. Its importance has become more central with the emergenceof lexically-oriented theories such as Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) [14, 15].These theories have a few grammatical rules and hence place the burden of encoding a vastmajority of linguistic information in the lexicon. This lexicalist tradition is suitable to a naturallanguage interface which strives for portability [4]. The interface can be attached to di�erentapplication domains by focusing on the customization of the lexicon and performing little orno modi�cation on the grammar rules.The increased complexity of the lexicon calls for a structural approach of lexical represen-tation. Several methods that have been proposed are single inheritance, multiple inheritance,default inheritance, and lexical rules [5, 6, 14, 16, 17]. The goal of this project is to apply suchstructural or hierarchical methods in constructing a lexicon for a natural language interface toa physical activity database.We document the design and implementation of an HPSG lexicon for a physical activitydatabase. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the chosendomain and state the problems to be addressed in constructing the lexicon. The approachtaken in solving these problems is discussed in Section 3. The HPSG theory that underliesthe lexicon is reviewed and necessary modi�cations are highlighted. In this section we alsodescribe the lexical representation language selected, that is the ALE [2] system, and show howALE's devices are used for developing the physical activity lexicon. We conclude in Section 4by summarizing our accomplishments and identifying areas of future research. The programlisting and a sample run can be found in Appendix A and B, respectively.2 Issues in Constructing a LexiconWhen developing a natural language interface to a database, one needs to de�ne a sublanguageto be recognized by the system. Formulating the sublanguage requires knowledge about theunderlying domain. The speci�cation of the project domain considered is given in Section 2.1.Expressions in the sublanguage are interpreted in the context of this domain. The linguistic1



problems encountered when interpreting such expressions are described in Section 2.2. Im-plementational issues related to the underlying grammatical theory are discussed in Section2.3.2.1 Domain Speci�cationThe domain selected for this project is a physical activity database. The database is concernedwith the measurement of body's strength, stamina, and exibility for the purpose of assessingone's �tness and wellness [8]. The domain description is largely based on the informationobtained from the Dr. Paul Schwann Applied Health and Research Center, in particular, fromits database and report forms.The physical activity domain consists of three major subdomains, namely Body, Muscle,and Cardiac. Figure 1 represents a taxonomy of the domain. The Body subdomain refers to
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Body-1 Figure 1: The Taxonomy of Physical Activity Domain.the assessment of fat/nonfat components of the human body. This subdomain is further dividedinto three subareas according to the type of tests performed. These subareas include Body-1, Circumference, and Skinfold. The Muscle subdomain is classi�ed into two subareascorresponding to Muscular Flexibility and Muscular Strength and Endurance. TheCardiac subdomain is comprised of two subareas, Blood Pressure and CardiovascularEndurance. The physical activity domain can be represented by the database scheme depictedin Figure 2.In this particular case, each speci�c subarea in the domain hierarchy corresponds to aspeci�c table in the database. All of the subareas have two common attributes, CLIENT IDand TDATE. The CLIENT ID attribute refers to the identity of a client, whereby the TDATEattribute represents the date when a test is performed. In addition to these common attributes,each subarea has its own subdomain-speci�c attributes.2



Relation Attributesbody rel CLIENT ID, TDATE, HEIGHT, WEIGHT,BD MASS, RISK Bcirc rel CLIENT ID, TDATE, CHEST, WAIST, HIP, THIGH,WST HIP RATIO, RISK Cskin rel CLIENT ID, TDATE, TRICEPS, BICEPS, CALF,SUBSCAP, ILLIAC, SKINFOLDS, TWO SKINFOLDS, RISK Smex rel CLIENT ID, TDATE, SITNREACH, RANK FSR,SHOULDER, RANK FSF, FHIP, RANK FHFmstren rel CLIENT ID, TDATE, GRIP, RANK SGS,PUSH UP, RANK SPU, SIT UP, RANK SSUcard rel CLIENT ID, TDATE, TTYPE, TIME, MAXVO2, RISK CRDbloodp rel CLIENT ID, TDATE, SYSTOLIC, DIASTOLIC, RISK BPclien rel CLIENT ID, NAME, B DAY, GENDERFigure 2: The Database for Physical Activity Domain.The Body-1 subdomain has one table, body rel, containing four subdomain-speci�c at-tributes, HEIGHT, WEIGHT, BD MASS (height and weight ratio), and RISK B which refersto a risk factor determined from the height and weight ratio. The risk factor divides clientsinto those with low, medium, and high factors of developing diseases, such as coronary heartdisease.The Circumference subdomain has six speci�c attributes, CHEST, WAIST, HIP, THIGH,WST HIP RATIO (waist to hip ratio), and RISK C (risk factor based on the result of girthmeasurements).The Skinfold subdomain consists of eight domain-speci�c attributes, namely BICEPS,TRICEPS, CALF, SUBSCAP, ILLIAC, SKINFOLDS (the total of all skinfold measurements),TWO SKINFOLDS (the sum of measurements performed on subscap and illiac crest), andRISK C (risk factor based on the results of skinfold test).The Flexibility subdomain has six domain-speci�c attributes, SITNREACH (result fromsit and reach test), RANK FSR (exibility ranking based on the sit and reach test), SHOUL-DER (result from shoulder exion test), RANK FSF (rank of shoulder exion test), FHIP(result from forward hip exion test), and RANK FHF (rank of forward hip exion test). TheStrength and Endurance subdomain also has six speci�c attributes, GRIP (result from handgrip strength test), RANK SGS (rank of grip strength), PUSH UP (result from push-up exer-cise), RANK SPU (rank of push-up test), SIT UP (result from sit-up exercise), and RANK SSU(rank of sit-up exercise).The Cardio Endurance subdomain consists of four domain-speci�c attributes, TTYPE(test type), TIME (time required to complete the test), MAXVO2 (maximum oxygen uptake),and RISK CRD (risk factor based on the oxygen uptake). The simplest subdomain is BloodPressure which has three speci�c attributes, SYSTOLIC, DIASTOLIC, and RISK BP (risk3



factor based on the blood pressure test result).The database also contains an additional table which refers to client information. It hasthree attributes, NAME, B DAY (birth date), and GENDER which discriminates clients basedon their gender.2.2 Natural Language ProblemsThe lexicon constructed for this project covers a set of English expressions used when queryingthe physical activity database (Figure 2). For the interface to "understand" these queries, thelexicon must have knowledge about their meanings. A problem peculiar to a database interfaceis that the semantics of words and phrases are not always coherent with natural languagesemantics. It is therefore crucial to analyze their meanings in terms of the database schema.Furthermore, general linguistic problems such as ambiguities are still present even thoughthe scope of the language is restricted to a narrow domain. Two problems addressed in thisproject include:� AmbiguityA word or a phrase may refer to di�erent tables or di�erent attributes. For example, theword hip has di�erent meanings in the body and muscle subdomains. It refers to eitherthe HIP attribute in the circ rel table or the FHIP attribute in the mex rel table.� Nominal Compound Most of the expressions used in querying the database are com-pound noun phrases. Some examples are{ body mass measurement for Smith{ Smith's muscular exibility assessment{ overweight male clients{ female clients with high risk of developing coronary heart diseaseNominal compounds present a well-documented set of problems [7, 11, 13] such as:1. The interpretation of a nominal compound is not always a result of combining themeanings of its constituents as is commonly done in a strict compositional approach.In some cases, the meaning of a two-word phrase is formed by one meaning over-writing the meaning of the other word. For example, in our domain, the meaning ofthe phrase body height is that of the word height.2. Nominal compounds exhibit structural ambiguity, which often coincides with seman-tic ambiguity. For instance, a machine may have di�culties assigning the correctinterpretation for the phrase Smith's blood pressure test.3. Nominal compounds appear in paraphrase relations with other structures. For ex-ample, the result of blood pressure test for Smith and Smith's blood pressure testresult have the same meaning. Analysis of such phrases should yield the same inter-pretation. 4



2.3 Implementation IssuesFor the lexicon to be useful for something other than parsing, it should at least contain syntacticand semantic knowledge [7]. In the HPSG formalism, this knowledge is represented in theform of feature structures or attribute-value matrices (AVMs). However, in a natural languageinterface to a database, the meanings of words and phrases often depend on the structure of thedatabase itself. Thus, the problem is to �nd a feature structure representation of the databasesemantics and incorporate it into the HPSG feature structure such that syntactic and semanticinterpretation can be analyzed in parallel.Another issue is related to the fact that in uni�cation formalisms lexical entries often containcomplex and redundant information. Two major sources of redundancy are vertical redundancyand horizontal redundancy [14]. Vertical redundancy refers to words that share some commonproperties. For example, English has many simple intransitive verbs like run. Clearly, it wouldbe impractical to represent each such word as a separate AVM. The second source of redundancyrefers to groups of words that are related based on some recurrent patterns. For example, everyEnglish verb has a third-singular �nite form which is usually formed by adding s to the baseform. Exhaustive listing of all inectional forms of every word would yield a very large lexicon.It is thus important to be able to capture linguistic generalizations and to reduce both typesof redundancies in the lexicon.HPSG theory employs two methods for organizing its lexicon; these are multiple inheritancehierarchy and lexical rules which will be described in the following section. The implementationof these methods, however, requires a tool that can hierarchically structure lexical entries in away that allows ease of lexicon maintenance and modi�cation.3 Approach to the Lexicon ImplementationThe physical activity lexicon is developed within the HPSG formalism. This grammar has alsobeen used in the design and implementation of SystemX [4]. Our work di�ers from SystemX inthat we use ALE [2] as our lexical representation language, whereby SystemX uses HPSG-PL[10].There are several reasons for choosing ALE. First, ALE o�ers a variety of devices for orga-nizing the lexicon including type hierarchy, macro, lexical rule, and de�nite clause attachment.These methods can be used to eliminate vertical redundancy and horizontal redundancy. Incontrast, HPSG-PL uses macro as its sole mechanism for structuring the lexicon. The HPSG-PL macro eliminates vertical redundancies, but not horizontal redundancies. Furthermore,although in practice macro is a powerful device, it does not have a theoretical status in theHPSG formalism [5, 12].HPSG-PL is very grammar-speci�c: it is dedicated to the 1987 version of HPSG. Anychanges, such as changes on the attributes of a feature structure or on grammar principles,require modi�cation of the underlying HPSG-PL implementation. ALE, on the other hand,allows users to concentrate on the high level devices that are provided by the system in orderto experiment with the di�erent grammars.Finally, the use of ALE facilitates a comparative study between the two development tools.5



The results can be used to provide feedback for the improvement of both tools, as well asSystemX.3.1 The HPSG Formalism and Its Modi�cationHead-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) is a uni�cation-based formalism [13, 16] whichuses feature structure as its primary method for representing knowledge. It is head-driven; itstipulates that each phrase contains a certain word, the head, which is centrally important inthe sense that the head determines many syntactic properties of the entire phrase.The primary operation in HPSG is uni�cation of feature structures. Two feature structures,A and B, can be uni�ed into another structure C that contains all information in both Aand B, provided that A and B are consistent. If A and B contain conicting information,the uni�cation fails. Uni�cation is closely related to the notion of subsumption [14, 17], orinformation containment.3.1.1 Knowledge RepresentationA feature structure, or attribute-value matrix (AVM) is a collection of attribute-value pairswhich describes the properties of a linguistic object. The theory requires that each featurestructure must have a type which describes the kind of object the structure is modeling, andthat the kind of attributes that can appear in a feature structure is determined by its type.In the present formulation of HPSG [15], a feature structure has at least two attributes,the PHON attribute which is used to represent phonology, and the SYNSEM attribute whichencodes the syntactic and semantic properties of an object.The value of SYNSEM is a feature structure containing local (LOC) and nonlocal (NON-LOC) information. NONLOC is concerned with the analysis of unbounded dependency phe-nomena; its discussion is beyond the scope of this project. LOC information is divided intocategory (CAT) and content (CONT) attributes.The CAT attribute contains syntactic properties such as category (whether an object isa verb or a noun), subcategorization requirements, etc. These properties are captured inCAT's two attributes: HEAD and SUBCAT. The value of HEAD is a feature structure whoseattributes depend largely on the category of the object represented. For example, a headnoun has attribute CASE which is not appropriate for a verb. One attribute common for allhead categories is MOD (modi�ed) which is used to analyze head/adjunct structure. Finally,the SUBCAT value is a list of feature structures required for a word or a phrase to becomesaturated.The CONT attribute encodes some semantic information about the linguistic object inquestion. Its content depends on the domain in which it operates. For example, in HPSG[14, 15], the meaning of the word want is expressed as a relation with two arguments: onerepresents the individual who wants something and one represents the object that is wanted.In the AVM representation of want shown in Figure 3, such a meaning is encoded in the pathSYNSEMjLOCjCONT, speci�cally in the attributes REL (relation), WANTER and WANTED.Note that the values of WANTER and WANTED are annotated with indices 1 and 2 , re-6



spectively. These indices indicate that their values are the same as the values of the CONTattributes of the noun phrases within the SUBCAT attribute; that is, they denote struc-ture sharing. In other words, the SYNSEMjLOCjCATjSUBCAT attribute captures the factthat the verb want requires an NP subject whose meaning must unify with the value ofSYNSEMjLOCjCONTjWANTER and an NP object whose meaning must unify with the valueof the attribute SYNSEMjLOCjCONTjWANTED in order to become a complete phrase.
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1 ], NP [ acc, 2 ] >Figure 3: Example of AVMA semantic representation as given in Figure 3, however, is not entirely suitable for the phys-ical activity domain since words have speci�c database meanings. Following [4, 11], databaseinformation is represented in the CONT feature by using notation that is closely tied to thestructure of relational databases. In this project, CONT's value is a feature structure contain-ing two attributes: QUERY and RESTR. QUERY represents the database and contains table(TABLE) and subtables (SUBTABLE) information. TABLE information is partitioned intoREL which has an atomic value representing the table name, and COLUMNS feature whichtakes as its value a feature structure containing database attributes and their values. TheSUBTABLE feature is used if information from other tables is required. If the join of tablesis necessary, it is indicated by structure-sharing of the variable in the column's attribute inwhich the join is made. Figure 4 illustrates a simple representation of database semantics forthe word height.
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HEIGHT anyFigure 4: Semantic Representation of heightThe RESTR (restriction) attribute is introduced inside the CONT feature as a part of thesolution to handle the decompositional problems discussed in Section 2.2. The permissiblevalues of this attribute are the following atoms: join, overwrite, and none. This attribute isused by the Semantic Principle which will be described in Section 3.1.2 below.7



3.1.2 Grammar Rules and PrinciplesGrammar rules and principles govern the way constituents are combined to form larger phrases.HPSG has only a few grammar rules that are applied to �ve di�erent classes of syntacticconstituents: head, complement, adjunct, marker and �ller. Most of the English expressionsin our sublanguage have either head/complement structures or head/adjunct structures. Wetherefore focus on the handling of these types of structures. Four rules that govern these typesof structures are described below: two rules are applicable to uninverted head/complementstructures, one deals with inverted head/complement structures, and one rule licenses thehead/adjunct structures. These rules are Schema 1, Schema 2, Schema 3, and Schema 5 of [15]respectively.1. Schema 1, shown in Figure 5, licenses those phrases which consist of a non-lexical headwith its �nal complement. It corresponds to the rules commonly expressed in the forms:S ! NP, VP NP ! DET, N'
SYNSEM LOC CAT SUBCAT <  >

DTRS
COMP-DTRS < [ ] >

HEAD-DTR SYNSEM LOC CAT HEAD -LEXFigure 5: Schema 12. Schema 2, shown in Figure 6, licenses phrases which have a lexical head daughter andzero or more complement daughters, and which have satis�ed all the subcategorizationrequirements except its �nal complement (usually, the subject).
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INV -Figure 6: Schema 2Schema 2 subsumes a vast array of traditional rules such as:VP ! V, NP PP ! P, NPVP ! V, PP VP ! V, NP, NP8
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INV +Figure 7: Schema 33. Figure 7 shows the rule for inverted clauses such as given in the following sentence CanI see the result? .4. The rule illustrated in Figure 8 is used to form a phrase from an adjunct and a head thatit selects. Traditional rules captured by Schema 5 include:N ! ADJ, N N'! NP, N'N'! N', PP VP ! VP, PP
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ADJ-DTR LOC CAT MODSYNSEMFigure 8: Schema 5Each of the rules above is processed in conjunction with a set of grammar principles suchas Head Feature Principle, Subcategorization Principle, and Semantic Principle. The �rst twoprinciples of HPSG are adopted from HPSG without any modi�cation. The Semantic Principlemust be modi�ed to handle the database semantics of words and phrases.Head Feature PrincipleThe HPSG Head Feature Principle states that the value of a HEAD feature of a headedphrase is structure-shared with the HEAD value of its head daughter.Subcategorization PrincipleIn any headed phrase, the SUBCAT value of its head daughter is the concatenation ofthe phrase's SUBCAT list with its complement daughters.Semantic PrincipleThe Semantic Principle of HPSG [15] states that the CONT of a phrase is inheritedfrom the semantic head of the phrase. In the case of a head/complement structure, thesemantic head coincides with the syntactic head, whereby in a head/adjunct structure,the semantic head is that of the adjunct. However, for our database query expressions,this principle needs to be further speci�ed. This is described below.9



In a complex constituent, each daughter may have a di�erent role in determining thedatabase semantics of the mother. This role restricts the daughter's contribution toward theoverall meaning and is encoded in the RESTR attribute. These restrictions include� none:Words that do not contribute to the database semantics have this restriction. Examplesof such words are verbs such as want, generate, etc.� overwrite:This restriction is for words whose meanings may overwrite the meanings of the otherwords. For instance, the word weight takes precedence over the word body. Thus, in ourdomain, the phrase body weight has the same meaning as the word weight.� join:This restriction applies for a class of words which, when combined with other words, causethe join of two or more tables. Examples of such words in our domain are proper names.The algorithm to compute the database semantics is as follows:1. If adjunct/complement daughter has restriction of type join, then ensure that its TABLEand the head's TABLE share some column name. Mother inherits its SUBTABLE fromthe adjunct daughter's TABLE and SUBTABLE and its TABLE from the head daughter'sTABLE. Mother also inherits its restriction type from its adjunct/complement.2. If adjunct/complement daughter is of type overwrite, check the restriction of the headdaughter.� If the head daughter has overwrite restriction, then mother inherits its QUERYinformation (i.e., table, subtable, and restriction) from the head daughter.� If the head daughter has the none restriction, then mother inherits its QUERY fromthe adjunct/complement.3. Otherwise, the mother's QUERY is the uni�cation of the QUERY of all daughters (re-cursively combining tables and subtables information).Figure 9 shows the result of applying grammar rules and principles to the analysis of Smith'sheight. This phrase is analysed as a head/complement structure having two daughters: Smith's(the complement daughter) and height (the head daughter). The phrase Smith's is itself ahead/complement daughter in which s is the head and Smith is the complement daughter. Theconstituents Smith, height, and s have restrictions join, overwrite, and none, respectively. TheRESTR attribute of the phrase Smith's is inherited from its complement daughter (which isjoin) according to the �rst Semantic Principle, whereby the QUERY is obtained by joining thetables of both daughters. Since s does not have a database meaning, the resulting QUERYcontains the same information as the complement daughter's QUERY. The phrase Smith'sheight is then constructed from the constituents Smith's and height. Since the complementdaughter, Smith's has a restriction join, the �rst Semantic Principle is again applied. The10



RESTR attribute of the phrase Smith's height is join, whereby the QUERY is obtained byjoining the tables of both daughters. The join of the tables is indicated by structure-sharing 1in the CLIENT ID attribute.
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1Figure 9: Analysis of Smith's height3.1.3 Lexicon OrganizationHPSG relies on a highly structured lexicon to capture linguistic generalizations. It employstwo primary methods of organizing the lexicon, namely,Multiple InheritanceLexical entries are classi�ed on the basis of their common syntactic and/or semanticproperties. Each class may have more than one superclass and it inherits all propertiesof its superclasses.Lexical RulesLexical rules provide a mechanism for dealing with redundancies such as the kinds of in-exional morphology used for word classes, derivational morphology as found with su�xesand pre�xes, and so on.These methods are applied to the physical activity lexicon by using devices available in theALE system which will be discussed further in the following section.3.2 Implementing the Physical Activity Lexicon in ALEThe Attribute Logic Engine (ALE) system consists of a bottom-up chart parser [3, 7, 9] and acompiler. As stated in the beginning of Section 3, the ALE system o�ers a variety of methodsfor structuring the lexicon. In this section, we review these methods and show how they canbe used to construct the physical activity lexicon.1Structure-sharing implies token-identity and is denoted by the index 1 .11



3.2.1 Type HierarchyAs in HPSG, ALE uses typed feature structure as its representational scheme. That is, everyfeature structure must have a type associated with it. Each type must specify which features itcan be de�ned for, and which types of values such features can take. These types are arrangedin an inheritance hierarchy, whereby constraints and properties on supertypes are inherited bytheir subtypes. Every type must be declared as a subtype of ALE's supertype, bot which isthe unique most general type.The physical activity lexicon has three di�erent type declarations: system, syntax, andsemantic declarations. The system type declaration de�nes the hierarchical relation of basicdata types. At present, we have two such types: boolean and list. Boolean is declared asa simple type hierarchy consisting of bool and its two subtypes: minus and plus. The listdeclaration is slightly more complicated. Figure 10 shows the inheritance hierarchy for list.
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TL  : tablelistFigure 10: Hierarchy for List De�nitionList can be either empty (elist) or nonempty (nelist). A nonempty list has two featuresrepresenting the head and the tail of a list. The tail must be a list whereby the head can beanything. However, for our HPSG implementation, the SUBCAT feature has as its value alist of objects of type synsem. In such a case, the head of the list must be more restrictedto an object of type synsem. Similar problems are found for the COMP DTRS feature whosevalue is a list of objects of type sign, and SUBTABLE feature whose value is a list of objectsof type table. To impose such restrictions, we introduce di�erent types of list: synsemlist,signlist, and tablelist. An example of how to construct such a hierarchy in ALE is givenin Figure 11.The syntactic declaration consists of the type hierarchy related to the syntactic informationof linguistic objects. This declaration is, in general, domain independent and therefore canbe ported to di�erent applications. The following list shows part of the basic syntactic typesbased on HPSG description [15]. Note that the notation v indicates the subsumption relation(A v B means that A is more general than B).� sign v word, phrase.sign has an attribute SYNSEM which is inherited by both word and phrase.� synsem 12



elist sub [].

list sub [elist, nelist, synsemlist, signlist, tablelist].

nelist sub [nesynsemlist, nesignlist, netablelist]

intro [hd: bot,

tl: list].

synsemlist sub [elist, nesynsemlist].

nesynsemlist sub []

intro [hd: synsem,

tl: synsemlist].

signlist sub [elist, nesignlist].

nesignlist sub []

intro [hd: sign,

tl: signlist].

tablelist sub [elist, netablelist].

netablelist sub []

intro [hd: table,

tl: tablelist].Figure 11: Speci�cation of List Hierarchy in ALE� loc� cat� head v subst, funct.The rest of the hierarchy under head is depicted in Figure 12. Further divisions of the syntactic
head
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det mark adj noun verb prepFigure 12: Syntactic Hierarchy under Headheads are performed in the macro hierarchy. 13



The semantic declaration contains the hierarchical de�nition of meanings related to a speci�cdomain. Some semantic types are:� cont� query� table� columns v height, . . .� restr v none, overwrite, join.Figure 13 illustrates part of the physical activity hierarchy under columns. In this hierarchy,objects of type pa inherit all properties of body-2, muscle, and cardiac. The semantic type
height biceps chest mhip grip time syst

body-1 skin circum mflex mstrength cardio bloodp

body-2 muscle cardiac

paFigure 13: Part of the Semantic Hierarchyhierarchy is essential for assigning structure to nominal compounds, and to control syntactic andsemantic ambiguities. Words are classi�ed according to their semantic properties. The ALEparser uses this type information to determine possible structures for a particular phrase. Forexample, the semantic classi�cation determines that the phrase cardiovascular circumference ismeaningless in the current domain.3.2.2 Macro HierarchyThe idea of macro originates from the template mechanism in PATR-II [7, 16]. Macro allowsusers to de�ne a description once and later use the de�nition to abbreviate the description. Anexample of macro taken from the lexicon implementation is as follows:head s(X) macro (loc:cat:head:X).A call to the macro, e.g., @head s(verb) is equivalent to writing: [LOCjCATj HEAD verb].Macros are useful to maintain consistency of lexical entries, to provide easy access to informationdeeply embedded in description, and to facilitate maintenance of lexical entries.14



Note that other macros can be called in the de�nition of a macro, allowing hierarchies ofde�nitions to be formed. In our implementation, we use macro hierarchies for further classifyinglinguistic objects. For example, verbs have several subclasses such as intransitive, transitive,and ditransitive verbs. These verbs have the same category (i.e., same HEAD feature values)and di�er in the number and type of complements they require. As described earlier, this sub-categorization requirement is encoded in the path SYNSEMjLOCjCATjSUBCAT whose valueis a list of objects of type synsem. The length of the list varies depending on the kind ofverbs; e.g., for intransitive verbs, the list has only one element whereas for transitive verbs, thelist contains two elements. The di�erence between these subclasses of verb is implemented byspecifying the classes in the macro de�nition as shown in the following example 2:intrans macro (@vp, @subcat([@np s])).trans macro (@vp, @subcat([@np s, @obj np s])).ditrans macro (@vp, @subcat([@np s, @obj np s, @obj np s])).The speci�cation of individual verbs such as walk, eat, give can be simply stated as follows:walk ---> word, @intrans.eat ---> word, @trans.give ---> word, @ditrans.All lexical entries in our lexicon are speci�ed using calls to the lexical macros as was pre-viously described. This approach simpli�es the speci�cation of lexical entries and reduces theamount of redundancies in the lexicon.3.2.3 Rules and PrinciplesIn ALE, grammar rules are speci�ed in the form of rewrite rules. Some general constraintson rules (e.g., grammar principles) can be expressed by attaching de�nite clauses on the righthand side of such rewrite rules.To illustrate how HPSG schemas can be encoded in ALE's rules, let us examine Schema 2depicted in Figure 6. This schema licenses head/complement structures consisting of a lexicalhead daughter and zero or more complement daughters. It must be used in conjunction withgrammar principles which constrain the applicability of the rule. Figure 14 shows an imple-mentation of this schema in ALE. We �rst describe the ALE notation used in such rule. Theoperator ===> separates the mother of a phrase structure rule from the daughters. Each daugh-ter is pre�xed with cat>. A list of complement daughters can be speci�ed with a pre�x cats>.The goal> operator is used to attach de�nite clauses which constrain the rule applicability.In the speci�cation of Schema 2 given in Figure 14, the mother category is a phrase which isstill missing its subject. The head daughter is a word which subcategorizes for its subject andother complements. These complement daughters are not known until run-time. Since variouslexical items may have di�erent number of complement daughters, e.g., zero for proper nouns,one for intransitive verb, etc, cats> is required in order to match the actual number of com-plements at run-time. Furthermore, the complement daughters information are determined by2Notice that the de�nitions are expressed in terms of calls to other macros, e.g., @vp.15



schema2 rule

(Mother, phrase, @subcat([SubjSynsem]))

===>

cat> (HeadDtr, word, @subcat([SubjSynsem|CompSynsem])),

goal> (synsem_to_phrase(CompSynsem, Comp),

is_not_subject(Comp, SubjSynsem)),

cats> Comp,

goal> (dtrs(Mother, @head_comp(HeadDtr, Comp)),

principles(Mother, HeadDtr, Comp, CompSynsem)).Figure 14: Implementation of Schema 2 in ALE's Phrase Structure Ruleimposing constraints on their types (by the goal synsem to phrase/2) and their subject condi-tion (by calling is not subject/2). The �rst constraint is necessary because the complementsspeci�ed on the head's SUBCAT are of types synsem, whereby complement daughters shouldbe of type phrase. The second constraint ensures that the complement daughter is not themissing subject. The call to dtrs/2 in the last goal serves to build up a parse tree. The appli-cability of the rule is further constrained by calling the grammatical principles principles/4.Figure 15 shows the de�nition of the de�nite clause principles/4.
principles(Mother, Head, Comps, CompsSynsem) if

(head_feature_principle(Mother, Head),

subcat_principle(Mother, Head, CompsSynsem),

semantic_principle(Mother, Head, Comps)).Figure 15: De�nition of principles/4As shown, the principles/4 is a conjunction of the Head Feature Principle, Subcatego-rization Principle, and Semantic Principle. It can be called from all rules by specifying thecorrect arguments which would be required by the principles.ALE o�ers a method to implement HPSG lexical rules which can be used to capture pat-terns of redundancies that obtain among classes of lexical entries [16], including inectionalmorphology, derivational morphology, passivization, nominalization, etc. This method is usefulfor eliminating horizontal redundancy. For example, instead of exhaustively listing every in-ectional form of every verb, one can just specify its base form. As in grammar rules, de�niteclauses can be used to express constraints on lexical rules. At present, only one lexical rule isimplemented in our lexicon. The rule transforms a base verb into a �nite verb.16



In summary, the physical activity lexicon has four HPSG grammar rules, three principles,and one lexical rule. Analyses of some sentences produced by the grammar and the lexicon canbe found in Appendix B.4 Concluding RemarksWe described the design and implementation of an HPSG lexicon for physical activity database.The prototype lexicon is implemented in ALE because ALE o�ers powerful mechanisms suchas macro, type inheritance, lexical rule, and de�nite clause attachment. These mechanisms arevery useful for organizing an HPSG lexicon which often contains large and complex information.We used macro hierarchy extensively in order to keep consistency of lexical entries and toprovide ease of maintenance and modi�cation.In the physical activity sublanguage de�ned, some words and phrases have database mean-ings. In some cases, the meaning of a constructed phrase is non-compositional. To overcomethese problems, we proposed a feature structure representation of semantics similar to therepresentation employed in [4, 11] which is closely tied to the structure of the database andwe introduced a Semantic Principle which is used for analysing the meaning of a constructedphrase.The prototype lexicon has four HPSG grammar rules and employs three principles, the HeadFeature Principle, the Subcategorization Principle, and the Semantic Principle. The rules andprinciples are used to license the admissibility of phrases in the physical activity sublanguagewhich are classi�ed as head/complement or head/adjunct structures.The HPSG rules are implemented using ALE's phrase structure rules. The pre�x cat>used in ALE's rules enforce the ordering of the head/complement (head/adjunct) daughters.Consequently, Schema 5 of HPSG which is intended to capture the generalize head/adjunctstructure must be implemented into two rules: one rule licenses the case where adjunct precedesthe head, and another rule licenses the case where adjunct follows the head. Grammar principlesare implemented as de�nite clause attachment to the phrase structure rules. This approach hasa clear advantage in that it provides ease of modi�cation of any of the principles while keepingthe principles consistent across the rules.The work presented herein leaves many areas open for future study. Some of them havebeen identi�ed:� The prototype lexicon was developed as part of the development of a natural languageinterface to the physical activity database. It is capable of analysing the admissibility ofan input string with respect to the chosen domain. Further works need to be done tointegrate the lexicon with the remainder of the interface modules such that the resultingsystem will generate answers to queries.� Further development of the lexicon to allow morphological information to be representede�ectively.� Extending the coverage of the grammar and lexicon for more complex structures such asconjunction. 17
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Appendix AProgram Listing



Appendix BSample Run



Program listing and sample run can be obtained by sending electronic mail tomayasari@cs.uregina.ca


